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Toshiie got a nickname as a stingy man. But when Hojo family was ruined, Toshiie appointed 
many excellent men who had served Hojo family as retainers.
Afterwards, Toshiie lent money to even military commanders and feudal lords who were stuck 
for money. In his later days, Toshiie told his sons and retainers,’ please do not press for 
payment of a debt I lent. You should treat the debt owned by those who support the Maeda 
family and by people who fail to clear away as nothing. Toshiie did not only intend to accumu-
late wealth but invested enough funds to the places where his investment was required. I have 
a lot of thing to study from Toshiie as a manager.
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After that, Toshiie had had a lot of 
success in his career. Toshiie was 
selected as a head of the Aka horo 

shu (elite bodyguard unit under immediate control of Nobunaga). Toshiie had exceedingly 
smooth sailing in his lifetime at that moment. But a certain accident forced him to spend 
two years as a masterless Samurai. Due to his poor life in the two years, Toshiie used to tell,’ if you have money 
anyway, you do not feel the society and people not so scared as well. But, if you do not have any money, you feel the 
society frightened. One day, a castle Toshiie controlled got attacked by the enemy and Toshiie needed to send some 
troops to the castle. But Toshiie got into trouble of no solders. Then, Matsu, Toshiie’s wife, threw some gold and 
silver toward Toshiie with the words as below;‘You had a lot of property, gold and silver. If you hired many Samurai 
warriors in peacetime, such a situation would never been happened, wouldn’tyou!,’ . This small episode is remained.

Toshiie was still stubbed with the arrow in Kubikenbun- checking the enemy heads, brought 
by Samurai warriors after a battle, for granting appropriate rewards. Some people say Toshiie 
might have been blind in one eye.

Toshiie had had a lot of hardship since his younger days. So, Toshiie used an abacus which 
had been just imported from an overseas country at that time and made efforts to store money. 
Toshiie collected information about market prices of rice, invested his property he had accu-
mulated and increased his assets.

Toshiie was born as the forth son of Toshiharu Maeda who was 
the lord of Arako Castle which was settled at Arako, Nakaga-
wa-ku, Nagoyo-shi. When Toshiie was 14 years old, he served 

Nobunaga Oda as Kosho-a pageboy. At that time, Toshiie was allegedly hot-tempered, easy to anger and wore outstand-
ing clothes like girly outfits. When Toshiie was 16 years old, he had a 
coming-of-age ceremony. In his first combat, Toshiie held a 6.3 meter-long spear 
and charged first. Toshiie was the first to take the enemy’s head. Toshiie had 
made successful results in the battle. In the other battle after three years, 
Toshiie defeated the enemy and showed his brilliant activity even though he 
had been penetrated under his right eye with an arrow. Around this time, it is 
said that he was called as ’Yari no Mataza’ 
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I am going to make you
back in the times!

A go-go Kabuki-mono a man who had
a strange acts and clothes

Toshiie was named as‘KECHI’(stingy)

Sen-ryo-bako

Previously, I thought a sword with a short blade was ‘a short sword’. After I researched about it, 

the workmanship of ‘fittings’ and ‘blade’ changed according to the purpose of using a short 

sword. It surprised me. And a short sword was presented as ‘a sword for the safety’ as preventing 

from diseases and disasters in giving birth, marriage, etc. Medium length swords and swords seem to 

be strong. But, why a short sword? Because many people were saved their lives by a short 

sword, a final weapon. In a life-or-death battle, a blade of sword had been broken and a 

Samurai warrior recognized his death. However, some Samurai warriors stubbed his short 

sword to an enemy feverishly and saved their lives.So, I suppose a short sword came 

to call ‘a sword for the safety’What do you feel about it? I am very happy to hear 

your suggestions, advices and so on. Seeing a short sword, why don’t you make you back in time?

I am looking forward to your opinions.  

Hello! This is Akemi Nakabori. I got a question from a 

client: ‘why did a short sword have various kinds of 

shapes?’ I am going to talk about a short word whose length 

of blade is fewer than 30.3 cm.

A dagger is small and has a short blade. A special fitting for a dagger(Aikuchi Koshirae) is mainly 
used. It is a weapon for self-protection in event of being attacked surprisingly at the places where 
using a sword was prohibited like in narrow indoor spaces, the palaces and so on. Regardless of 

gender, it was held in holders inside pocket or belt. It has no hand guard in order not to make it an obstacle in one’s inside pocket.

A bizarre short sword whose length of blade was more than the half of 
length of sword. ’Sukemune’, a swordsmith who belonged to Shimada 
Group living in Suruga(Shizuoka Prefecture) in 1560(approximately) , 

produced the short sword and it was well-known as Shingen Takeda’s Metezashi’ (a sword for a 
horse battle).It has a carving of ‘Osoraku’(おそらく) on its surface of blade. It is the origin of nickname 
‘Osoraku workmanship.’ Probably, nothing like this 
sword may exist.’ ,’A horrible short sword’- There were 
many opinions about the origin of nickname.     

The original purpose

Osoraku workmanship

Sasuga
(a sword for stubbing)

The feature of Yoroidoshi is the extraordinary wide thickness of blade and its 
edge is narrow. And its stalk is loner than a blade.At the end of Kamakura Period, 
the number of battles using sword was increased. The main stream of combat was 

close combat. In order to be able to penetrate over armour, the length of blade in Yoroidoshi was short and 
the thickness of blade in it was wide. Yoroidoshi was produced solidly and toughly. Yoroidoshi was a killer 
weapon to stub between armour’s protectors. Yoroidoshi was used for cutting enemy’s head off as well.

A main weapon for a solder in Kamakura Era was Naginata (pole swords). When 
solders lost a weapon or failed to use Naginata in a rough‐and‐tumble combat, it 
was used as a sub weapon. Then, it became long and changed to a sword (Tachi).

Ordinary short swordYoroidoshi

Osoraku

Thickness

Till Heian Era, a short sword was used for cutting 

umbilical cord after thermal disinfection by holding a 

short sword over the fire. Afterwards, it was used for a ceremony like Genpuku (com-

ing-of-age ceremony) as a tool to cut hair, a string for tying hair (Motoyui), and so on. 

Kurikata

Kaeshiduno

Yoroidoshi
(a short sword penetrating general armour)

A dagger
(Kaiken,Futokorogatana)

By the way, a Samurai warrior wore an ordinary sword on his left waist. But, 
he wore Yoroidoshi on his right waist. Because, while he scuffled with an enemy, 
he might be stubbed contrary in case that he had been taken a sword from a 
sheath by an enemy he held down.　So, he held an enemy down with his left hand 
and he needed to get Yorosidoshi with his right hand. For this purpose, he wore Yoroidoshi on his 
right waist. Since a Samurai warrior usually led a horse with his right hand, this way of holding 
Yoroidoshi is called ‘Metezashi’(holding a sword for a horse battle). There is some fitting which 
kept a 'Kurikata' and ‘Kaeshiduno’ as parts of a sword knot holder in reverse.


